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HEROIQ.io



The idea behind HEROIQ began during the infamous Black Summer of 2019-2020. As fires 
raged through Queensland and crews quickly grew fatigued, Incident Management Teams 
faced numerous challenges around the health and safety of those on the front lines. 

With nearly 4,000 firefighters from across Australia and the world battling the blazes in every 
state, commanders and planners faced crew exhaustion, differences in process and 
terminology, and understanding capabilities and issues facing each team. IMTs needed a new 
way to approach incident management, while still adhering to AiiMS principles.

Frustrated, Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service fire officials asked if there was a better way.

Born Out of Black Summer 
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Existing Solutions
PAIN POINTS
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For decades, incidents managed using AiiMS structures have 
relied on simple, paper based cards and folders to track 
crews and appliances. But how can an IC find someone with 
specific skills to address an urgent need? Or if a firey has a 
medical or dietary restriction when placing lunch orders? 
What if the incident scales up quickly? Paper just can’t cut it. 

Paper Cards & Folders
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Handwritten cards are prone 
to errors, missing, or 
incomplete information
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Cards do not provide enough 
vital information to ICs and 
the IMT about individuals and 
crews

Often lost or damaged after 
an incident

Paper cards cannot be 
reused, resulting in ongoing 
costs, storage, and waste

IMTs can run out of specific 
cards during large scale 
incidents

How often does your incident suffer from these issues?
PAIN POINTS: PAPER T-CARDS

Some handwriting can be 
difficult to read
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As incidents scale, the IC’s 
mental map and complexity 
of managing resources 
increases exponentially

Searching for staff and 
appliances is difficult and 
time consuming, 
impacting the IMT’s critical 
decision making

Post-incident audits can 
take several weeks of 
laborious effort

Officers must regularly 
inspect each card to 
monitor fatigue, shifts, 
and crew details

How much time do you spend searching for someone?
PAIN POINTS: FOLDER BASED ICS
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Let’s bin all the paper.

Alpha
SECTOR

Recycle
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HEROIQ helps improve incident response by replacing 
paper-based workflows with the latest digital technology. Our 

system provides critical information about the health & safety 
of individuals, crews, and resources that enable IMTs to make 

informed decisions to protect lives and property.

Our Purpose
SOLUTION
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HEROIQ aims to completely replace 
paper-based T-Cards and revolutionise Incident 
Management Boards used by fire and 
emergency services with modern digital 
technologies that provide new insights to their 
most valuable resource – their crews.
 
Our apps are designed in collaboration with 
front liners and industry veterans to ensure they 
follow the AiiMS process, are intuitive, and meet 
the demanding needs of an active incident.

HEROIQ, 
Reporting for Duty
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The tablet based BattleBoard is the Incident Management Team’s 
hub for seeing crews, appliances, communications, fatigue, logs, 
and reference information. Tear down the paper folders on 
whiteboards in your tents, now critical details are available in the 
palm of your hand.

BattleBoard

BattleBoard App
SOLUTION

WORKS ON MOST COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE TABLETS
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Personnel & Incident Management

Incident command and 
communication structures 
can be quickly generated and 
updated as crews check-in

See all crews and resources 
deployed to each sector

Cards & sectors surface 
critical information: 
communications, health 
warnings, time on scene, 
crew size, apparatus, and 
fatigue

Notifications keep the IMT 
informed of health alerts, 
crew availability, timeouts, 
and more

Available crews are 
accessible from the 
Resources tab (hidden behind 
alerts in this image)

BATTLEBOARD APP
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Personnel & Incident Management

Detailed crew cards show 
IMTs critical information: 
Call sign, communications, 
home base, agency, shift, 
fatigue, appliances, and notes 
from crew leaders

IMTs can now see 
individuals and appliances 
set by crew leaders, along 
with valuable appliance 
information that better inform 
deployments

IMTs now have access to 
detailed information about 
each crew member: Agency, 
availability, homebase, health 
and dietary needs, fitness, 
fatigue, capabilities, and 
contact details

IMTs can quickly rest or 
reassign tired crews or 
individuals and HEROIQ 
automatically updates the 
BattleBoard and Fatigue 
screens

BATTLEBOARD APP
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Fatigue, Health, & Safety
BATTLEBOARD APP

Individuals are are grouped 
by their sector and fatigue, 
making it easier to plan 
deployments or call in 
additional crews

Individual counts on each 
fatigue level and sector allow 
IMTs to see how crews are 
doing without counting cards 
or making radio calls

Sector Commander 
communication details are 
visible to reduce back and 
forth with the battle board

Fatigue levels automatically 
update based on the crew 
check in times, shift, and 
other critical rules
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Appliances, Vehicles, Plants, & Equipment
BATTLEBOARD APP

Multiple appliances and 
equipment can be attached 
to each crew 

Details about each 
appliance, plant, or 
vehicle give IMTs valuable 
insight to crew capabilities

Crew members can be 
assigned to specific 
appliances, plants, or vehicles
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The free smartphone based digital t-card app allows any agency 
crew leader to build out their team and appliances, capturing vital 
health and capability levels not possible on a paper card. Once at an 
incident, the app allows crews to check in and provides valuable 
crew information to the IMT. All cross platform, with no internet 
connection required.

Digital T-Card

T-Card App
SOLUTION
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Crew T-Card
T-CARD APP

Crew leaders can save key 
details about each member 
speeding up the process of 
building a crew card when 
responding to an incident

Each crew member can 
provide additional relevant 
detail, including health, 
fitness, capabilities, dietary 
and medical needs, contact 
details, appliance 
assignments, and much more

Universal QR codes allow crew 
leaders to check in and pass 
crucial crew data to ICTs, 
without an internet connection, 
from any smartphone 

Any crew from any agency – 
even across countries – can 
use the T-card app, enabling 
interoperability and 
coordination
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Fatigue, Health, & Safety
T-CARD APP

Each crew member’s card 
contains shift and 
availability details, enabling 
accurate fatigue and rest 
monitoring

See how someone is feeling 
physically or emotionally 
during a particularly difficult 
event, in addition to medical 
and dietary needs, for a more 
holistic health view

Fire fitness, training, and 
certified capabilities for each 
member make it easier for IMTs 
position crews and resources
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Appliances, Vehicles, Plants, & Equipment
T-CARD APP

Crew leaders can provide 
crucial details about appliances 
and notes for ICTs about repair 
or equipment needs that impact 
the crew’s capabilities

Crew leaders can save 
appliance details, speeding up 
the process of building a crew 
card when responding to an 
incident
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Elevating Information From the Field
SOLUTION

Our web-based Command Centre elevates vital information from the 
field to the SOC. Operations can see what’s happening during an 
incident to provide the right support at the right time to crews in the 
field. See critical details about active and past incidents, deployed 
and available resources, your entire roster of members and 
volunteers, pre-plan responses, and more. 

The system is being built with security, privacy, compliance, 
connectivity, system integrations, and purpose in mind from the 
very beginning.

FireOps Command Centre
Coming Soon

We’d like your expertise and thoughts to help us build 
out the future of incident management. Contact us to 
collaborate together.
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Fusing Data Sources Together
SOLUTION

Now that we solved the offline challenge, we’ve begun building out a 
robust API-enabled infrastructure. HEROIQ will fuse enriched data 
from the field with additional data services. Integrate your existing 
member directories, automatic vehicle locators, in-field observation 
stations, and mapping solutions, or even new and upcoming 
fire-related software to create powerful new views of any incident. 

Any services and integrations are built and hosted within Australian 
borders and provisioned on Amazon Web Services to provide 
ISO21007 compliance.

Integrations & Partnerships
Coming Soon

EXAMPLE: CREW LOCATIONS MIXED WITH REAL-TIME DATA ON BUSHFIRE.IO

19
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The most dangerous phrase in our language is

“We’ve always done it this way.”

– Rear Admiral Grace Hopper
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Why HEROIQ?
BENEFITS

There are other apps on the market that offer similar features as 
HEROIQ, but they aren’t focused on the management, health, and 
safety of crews on a fire scene. And are clunky, difficult to use, and 
frankly, less than visually appealing. Why should an app require 
hours of training to use? Our solutions are immediately 
understandable to even the least technology savvy.

What Sets HEROIQ Apart

Built from the ground up to be fully 
functional in rural and remote areas where 
connectivity is limited or unavailable

We focus on the health and safety of fire 
crews on an active fire scene

Custom designed mobile-first experiences 
for IMTs and crew leaders

Designed in collaboration with working fire 
professionals
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A Few Benefits You’ll Realise
BENEFITS

HEROIQ eliminates the slow and 
error-prone paper based cards and 

folders during an incident allowing for 
data to be shared between devices, 

creates a constant historical record, and 
improves compliance and accountability 

by automatically tracking all changes.

Information In Your 
Hands, Not In A Folder

HEROIQ introduces a whole new world 
of fatigue management to protect 
crews’ wellbeing, elevates health, 

dietary, and feeling information to IMTs, 
and reduces occurrences of members 
exceeding their maximum shift length. 

HEROIQ allows crews to quickly check 
in to a scene, allows the IMT to see 

assignments and availability, and can 
be scaled up in size as an incident 
grows. Crews can be assigned to 

vehicles, equipment, and plants and 
IMTs can ensure that they have the 
correct training and certifications.

Dramatically Improved 
Fatigue Management

Easier Crew and Vehicle 
Management
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HEROIQ Fits In With The Bushfire Royal Commission Report Recommendations
BENEFITS

IMTs can spend more time on strategy, 
coordination, and response and less 

time managing and searching through 
countless paper cards.

Improved Information & 
Better Decisions

Any crew from any agency can share 
their capabilities, health and dietary 

concerns, and shift details in 
consistent formats, enabling seamless 

cooperation.

Incident response in the past has been 
hampered by outdated technology and 
slow processes. HEROIQ is being built 

with the latest technology and 
scalability for the future.

Interoperability & 
Resource Sharing Emerging Technology

CHAPTER 4 CHAPTER 6 CHAPTER 23

https://naturaldisaster.royalcommission.gov.au/publications/royal-commission-national-natural-disaster-arrangements-report
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Rural fire services, Fire and Emergency services, SES, forest 
services, basically any organisation across Australasia using AiiMS 
can utilise HEROIQ. Our apps are built using AiiMS methodologies 
and processes, enabling multiple agencies to coordinate quickly and 
easily, sharing critical information on the ground in ways not 
possible using current paper-based systems.

Additionally, we are currently architecting out the minimal changes 
we will need to work with NIMS in the USA.

Built For 
Cross-Collaboration

Cross Agency Coordination
BENEFITS



Tradition is a powerful thing, often time-tested and battle proven. 
But, just because that’s the way it’s always been done doesn’t mean 
that’s the best way to do it anymore. 

Let us show you a new way to protect your crews during an 
incident, and leave the paper behind.

Ready for a demo? Isaiah Creencia
CREW MEMBER

isaiah@heroiq.io
EMAIL

0406 996 407
PHONE

For any questions or to schedule a demo, please contact:

©2021 Mav3rik Pty Ltd. This document is considered 
confidential and not for distribution without the expressed 
consent of Mav3rik.

COPYRIGHT & CONFIDENTIALITY

HEROIQ.IO
WEBSITE


